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Nuspirit Helsinki  "S/T"

Nuspirit Helsinki is a multi talented Finnish collective of DJ’s, musicians and producers that has 
ascended to the forefront of the burgeoning European nu-jazz scene on the strength of their peerless 
singles for Guidance, Jazzanova/Compost, and Ubiquity. Following the groups inception in 1998, 
founding members Tuomas Kallio, DJ Ender and keyboardist Kasio enlisted a core group of Helsinki’s 
finest singers and players to develop a dynamic 21st century big band sound fusing jazz, funk, soul 
afro and latin rhythms. After a series of live shows headlining nightclubs and jazz festivals across 
Europe, the band spent the better part of 2001 in the recording studio and the sweet musical fruits of 
their labor are captured on their stunning debut long player for Guidance. Smokey live jazz funk 
arrangements, melodic neo-soul grooves and dark undulating broken beat rhythms are interspersed 
with subtle electronic undercurrents and rumbling low end frequencies to create a rich musical palate 
that propels the blue note jazz aesthetic safely into the future. Released in May 2002, Nuspirit’s 
eponymously titled debut album has been in regular rotation on Gilles Peterson’s seminal World Wide 
Radio Program and is receiving maximum support from a host of taste making DJs, including: 
Jazzanova, Thievery Corporation Norman Jay, Patrik Forge, Kyoto Jazz Massive, Dr. Bob Jones, 
U.F.O. and many more. The Nuspirit DJ team of Ender, Eppu, and Lil Toni are touring North America 
and Europe this summer and the full twelve piece band will hit the road this August in support of the 
album. Nuspirit Helsinki is poised to permanently alter the urban soundscape, so do yourself a favor 
and sign up for the revolution now!     WWW.NUSPIRIT.COM

Praise for Nuspirit Helsinki

MIXMAG (US) - "An intensely beautiful and intriguing album!"

PLASTIKS MAGAZINE (BELGIUM) - "A release of major beauty, genius and importance!"

MUZIK MAGAZINE (UK) - Dr. Bob Jones - "Unmissable, totally unmissable!"

URB MAGAZINE (US) - "Subtle rhythms and meticulous arrangements that remind me of why I grew a goatee and bought 
Mo' Wax singles in the first place!  Well crafted songs interspersed with Jamiroquoi-meets-Jazzanova arrangements."

AMAZON.COM EDITORIAL REVIEW (US) - Ken Micallef -" This ambitious collective goes where the spirit leads."

THE WIRE - Philip Sherburne (US) - "Finally, a Finnish group free their countrymen from the burden of meteorological 
determination."

KLUBLIFE (TORONTO) - "This is what Timbaland would sound like if he was born in Helsinki."

BILLBOARD MAGAZINE (US) - "NSH is well-poised to redefine soul by way of its 21st-century neo-soul/jazz soundscape"

BBM MAGAZINE - "An album the word awesome does not even come close to describing"

For more information contact Rob Kouchoukos: robk@33rpm.com, or visit our website: WWW.33RPM.COM

Album in stores now!
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: SELF TITLED
:Guidance Records

: 
:Finland/ Acid Jazz-Downtempo

It's all back to the basics with this 14 piece band comprised of DJ's, Jazz musicians, 
soul singers and MC's, getting busy resuscitating the funky vibes of the 

 and the . More moody and beat conscious than the original, 
the acid jazz of  inspires conformable furniture, dimmed lights and 
intimate encounters. Muted trumpets and baritone saxes rule with cool under the 
soulful vocals of Brooklyn born  (aka mrs ),  (here 
under namesake ), acclaimed Chicago spoken word artist  and 
Nuspirit's own . Not retro by any means, the luscious production avoids the 
trappings of the current broken beat trend and would rather echo a not so distant 
past with a classic Jazz root, a downtempo feel and a neo soul sensibility. An 
afterhours high note that loves to be played low, the album exhudes the warmth and 
coziness of a smoky jazz club. 

Artist NUSPIRIT HELSINKI
Title
Label
Link http://www.33rpm.com
Root

Brand New 
Heavies Groove Collective

Nuspirit Helsinki

Nicole Willis Jimmy Tenor  Lisa Shaw
Mercury Chuck Perkins

Ona Kamu
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Nuspirit Helsinki
NUSPIRIT HELSINKI

NUSPIRIT HELSINKI - Nuspirit Helsinki
Guidance Recordings
By Adam Douglas

I've never been much of a jazz head. Even the likes of Jazzanova and (dare I say it?) 
Kruder and Dorfmeister have left me somewhat cold. I'm a 21st-Century Boy to the core 
and I demand that my music be electronic. I'm exaggerating, of course, but there is a 
kernel of truth there. Music is just more exciting when it's bleeping and blooping rather 
than blatting and scatting. Nuspirit Helsinki, a collective of Finnish musicians, DJs, and 
producers, like it when it's all happening at the same time. 

Blending traditional jazz instrumentation and soulful vocals with laptop production may 
seem like yet another unsuccessful glitch melding of styles, but this is no Kid606 affair. 
Rather, Nuspirit Helsinki rides the nu-jazz/broken beat/whatever-it's-called-this-week 
style of slick, zeitgeisty production while always -- and this is the key -- underpinning 
everything with emotionally powerful tunes. This combination works unbelievably, heart-
achingly well. 

"Honest" kicks off the album and it's a good indicator of what's to be found within. 
Smoky horns, '70s soul strings, and a slightly off-kilter beat provide the bed in which 
vocalist Nicole Willis lays her gorgeous song. "Trying" ups the BPM factor into near 2-
step territory but never gets as jiggy as that genre is know to. Elsewhere, "Circular 
Motion" provides instrumental evidence that the fluegelhorn can be just as cool as the 
saxophone. Did I just say that? 

Nuspirit Helsinki is definitely at the forefront of something special, this cross pollination 
of styles and sonic textures. It's an infectious and moving mixture that rarely fails to 
please and, I'm pleased to say, may win over a few laptop converts in the process. 

 

 

     
AtomicLife.net © 2002
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 Nuspirit Helsinki  :Nuspirit Helsinki

7/19/02 4:08 PMCDNOW : Items : Nuspirit Helsinki : Nuspirit Helsinki : tracks

Guidance, Compost, and Ubiquity -- the leading labels in the nu 
jazz/broken beat world community -- have all featured singles by 
Finnish DJ/production/musician collective Nuspirit Helsinki. The 
kind of spirit that the four-man corps of Nuspirit Helsinki and its 
multicultural compatriots conjure should then come as no surprise. 
For anyone hip to the Afrobeat/Latin rhythms that influence 
European nu jazz acts from to to , the spirit's really not all that nu. 
But nu or not, this Finnish group's playing is spirited.

Jazzanova Beanfield St. Germain Nuspirit Helsinki's Finnish fusion 
is detailed with elastic bass, round, rolling keys, and tightly wound 
strings as soft as fine fabric. The entire album is draped with 
breezy live band/brass arrangements over programmed beats that 
can hold solid or skitter like a tap dancer on ice, yet never feel 
rigid. Smokey chanteuses Nicole Willis, Ona Kamu, and Lisa Shaw 
(of Naked Music fame) add to an album that will attract fans of acid 
jazz, Afrobeat, and deep house. The Scandinavians always have 
been technologically advanced, and now they're producing the 
urban music of the future without sounding synthetic. Regardless 
of what the weather's really like in Finland, put on Nuspirit Helsinki 
and the feeling is always warm and sunny.
Tony Ware
CDNOW Contributing Writer  

















 

  

Nu Spirit Helsinki are breathing a lot 
easier these days, and for very good 
reason. The long and arduous process 
of releasing their debut full-length is 
over and the fruits are divine. After a 
long wait their public can finally be 
treated to a fully realized vision and 
sound that encompasses jazz, R&B, 
latin and electronica. But like anything 
that transcends expectations, the 
record didn't come easy as founding 
member producer Tuomas Kallio tells. 
Sitting in the lobby of the posh SoHo 
Grand Hotel with co-founder DJ Ender 
he seems bemused at the whole 
process of putting together a recording 
of such breadth. "It took a lot of time 
and it wasn't easy, at least for me. 
There was a lot of things we had to do 
twice, like the mastering. There were a 
lot of challenges. There were things 
that didn't go right the 
first time," he says. 

Wednesday Snippets 
ONLINE...
The Daily Courier (Connellsville)
 Wed Jul 17 15:57:00 CST 2002
 
Who Needs Decks?...
Burn It Blue  Mon Jul 15 19:59:00 
CST 2002
 
GlenOak grad creates 
innovative dance music...
Canton Repository  Mon Jul 15 
18:31:00 CST 2002
 
Party on...
BBC  Mon Jul 15 06:08:00 CST 
2002
 
Tom Stephan launches 
weekly radio show...
Ananova  Mon Jul 15 02:23:00 
CST 2002
 
Drowning out their critics, 
musicians plug in to noise...
Taipei Times Online  Sun Jul 14 
15:21:00 CST 2002
 
Participate in a Spanish 
near-death pilgrimage, or go 
goth in Poland...
National Post Online  Sat Jul 13 
11:38:00 CST 2002
 
MorcheebaCharango...
Jam! Showbiz Country  Sat Jul 13 
02:22:00 CST 2002
 
Clubbers, cinephiles mingle 
at PiFan...
Korea Herald  Fri Jul 12 09:46:00 
CST 2002
 
Cinematic Orchestra Every 
Day...
PopMatters  Thu Jul 11 20:53:00 
CST 2002
 
Conductor ready for finale...
BBC  Thu Jul 11 11:20:00 CST 
2002
 
The Changes man...
PlayLouder  Thu Jul 11 11:19:00 
CST 2002
 
Zero 7 - Simple Things...
Music-Critic.com  Thu Jul 11 
01:22:00 CST 2002
 
Birth of the cool II...
Boston Phoenix  Wed Jul 10 
18:51:00 CST 2002
 

Focus
The Cinematic Orchestra
Reviews
Joseph Malik, Jazzanova,
More Dub Infusions, Antibalas,
Ursula 1000, Electric Lotus

Submit an event

:: ONGOING
New York City:
Summerstage
Turntables on the Hudson

:: ONE OFFS

Featuring top electronic acts 
and DJ's to help raise 
awareness and funds for the 
Greenpeace amazon and 
other non-governmental 
corporations that helps local 
population and indigenous 
people, and to deliver an "eco 
park" to the city. Artists 
include: Bosa Cuca Nova, 
Elliott Sharp, Ken Ishii, Nacao 
Zumbi, State of Bengal, The 
Dub Show featuring Mad 
Professor,
Pan African, and Jayzik, Mark 
Farina

Ecosystem1 Version 2
Manaus, Amazonas
August 22-25

Dramatically situated in the 
Eastnor Castle, a 5,000 acre 

The Big Chill
Eastnor Castle
Ledbury, Herefordshire
England
August 16th–18th
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Nu Spirit Helsinki's cofounders
Tuomas Kallio and DJ Ender

Of course, this is par for the course in the music industry. But for 
something that started out as a little fun on the side, Nu Spirit 
Helsinki has blossomed into a serious affair. In their three year 
existence, the Finnish collective of musicians, DJs, vocalists and 
producers have become leading members of Europe's 'nu jazz' school, 
resting comfortably alongside their compatriots in the scene. Getting 
to this level has been a growing experience. “We started out with a 
nice hobby, but now it's more serious. The professional level was very 
different then. We just asked friends to play on a track we did. Which 
is nice, but it's not like doing songs that are on the album. But it was 
a good start, it was pretty fun. It's not that fun anymore," says Kallio.

Working with over a dozen musicians and vocalists across the globe 
doesn't make for an easy project, as Kallio will attest. "Well, the 
process of producing this album was really sort of chaotic. Just trying 
to come up with tracks. Basically, it was pretty much influenced by the 
contributors: the guest musicians and the guest vocalists. We sort of 
tried to come up with a track which fits into their style," he said. The 
group's toils don't go unappreciated. The debut CD, on Chicago's 
Guidance records, is a sublime tapestry of mood, substance and rich 
musicianship. It's a milestone in the fusion of jazz with urban 
sensibilities and will serve as a roadmap for the future. With 
contributions from leading Finnish musicians and a range of vocalists 
and poets Nu Spirit Helsinki have bridged genres and continents. 

And Kallio is very pleased with the results. "For me itÕs a CD. ItÕs 
something you listen to. ItÕs for the audience, itÕs for the people. I 
just wanted it to sound as good as possible so it was maybe the best 
studio you can find in Finland where we mixed the album. We have a 
studio where we recorded most of the stuff but we went to a really top 
studio to mix. In terms of influences on the album, the way it sounds 
the influences are more in the US for us. The Philly sound and the 
roots R&B like DÕAngelo and so forth. The sound is something that I 
really love. The techniques, using analogue tape is very different from 
this electronica in Europe."

It's a long way from their first 12" recording, the deep house favorite 
'Take it Back', which breathed some fresh air on dancefloors worldwide 
in 1999. That was followed up by the afro-beat and Latin groove of 
"Makoomba Breaks" and an EP, "Montana Roha Jazz", that furthered 
their credibility as jazz artists schooled in the clubscene. For those 
seeking the floor-raising rhythm workouts of those singles the CD 
may come as a surprise. Things have been toned down considerably 
on the full-length with a much more polished, modal-jazz-meets-
urban-flavor permeating. Think Miles Davis' "Kind of Blue" or the 
atmospheric jazz of Weather Report and Lalo Schifrin set to a modern 
tone and one gets the idea of the turf they're treading. 

Considering the well-developed Helsinki jazz scene and the fact that 
Nu Spirit Helsinki members include some of the country's top jazz 
musicians it's no wonder they've come up with something great. "I 
think the thing that makes this unique is the quality of musicianship 
we had access to," says Kallio. "There's not many electronica artists 
that can work with such a level of musicians. Like Teppo Mäkynen our 
drummer and Jukka Eskola our trumpeter: they are the number one 
guys in the whole country," he says.

It's this unheralded musicianship that distinguishes Nu Spirit Helsinki. 
You can wax all you want about electronics replacing instruments but 
it'd be a near-impossible challenge to meet the quality of this 
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recording with beats, loops and samples. "We have collected many 
different people and everybody brought some influence," explains 
Kallio. "We wanted to do something unique. I have a musician 
background so for me it is important to be able to play the music live. 
The situation is so unique; it's a great feeling when it works."

If Nu Spirit Helsinki were simply another live jazz outfit there wouldn't 
be all that much to get excited about. It's by blending that live 
element with a big nod to DJ culture that the group have distinguished 
themselves. There's a strong DJ vibe present in their music without 
being derivative, i.e. house oriented. And while Kallio represents the 
more schooled side of the collective, cofounder Hannui Nieman (DJ 
Ender) represents the club side. With DJing roots that span the history 
of club culture as we know it, Nieman has contributed to both the 
Helsinki underground scene and the collective. He founded the city's 
legendary Club Deep, and his tastes in funk, jazz and Latin music 
have played a big part in shaping the Nu Spirit sound. Nieman is one 
of Helsinki's most prolific DJs, with residency at Kerma and regular 
gigs across Europe. 

Three other DJs round out the collective's core team—Lil' Tony, Eppu 

and Kasio. "We have a sort of music Mafia under our control," says 
Nieman. "Two of our guys are running clubs there. They're the main 
clubs for eclectic dance music. Lil' Tony's place, Soda, is quite a place. 
Everyone knows it and for that kind of music you don't see such a 
fancy club in Europe. In London you get the very fancy places for the 
mainstream but for this kind of music it's more like smaller joints." 
It's this club network that keep Nu Spirit Collective attached to the rest 
of Europe's scene and give them a base. "It's really important for us 
to have this home," say Nieman.

Their other home is their Chicago-based label, Guidance records, a 
leading purveyor of new urban music. Nu Spirit's relationship with 
Guidance has been long-standing and fruitful. And, aspiring musicians 
take note, it all started with a demo. "We just sent out some demos 
of the house stuff we started with. And Nigel Hayes, the UK based DJ 
sent some to Guidance. It was actually the first label that wanted to 
sign us and they offered right away, 'let's do some singles and an 
album," says Kallio. And thus was born a fruitful relationship we can all 
be thankful for.

Official website: nuspirit.com
Guidance Records: 33rpm.com
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NUSPIRIT HELSINKI
NuSpirit Helsinki
(Guidance)
US release date: 30 April 2002
UK release date: 20 May 2002

Maurice Bottomley
PopMatters Music Columnist and Critic

e-mail this article

as it the success of Zero 7? Maybe it's the increasing 
impact of Gilles Peterson's  radio show or the 
après-club marketability of Lounge and various downtempo 
styles. Perhaps it is simply the proliferation of Cafe Bar culture 
as a feature of urban life (its well-heeled part, that is). 
Whatever the reason, various dance-jazz acts (from Jazzanova 
to the Cinematic Orchestra) have suddenly found themselves plucked from the review 
pages of  and plonked down somewhere that distressingly resembles 
centre-stage.

W
Worldwide

Straight No Chaser

A year or so ago NuSpirit Helsinki meant little outside one relatively self-contained 
subculture. Variously termed "West London" "nu-jazz" and "broken beats", it positioned 
itself as a dedicated if somewhat solemn adherent to the acid jazz ethos, a repository of 
the diverse and different, as all around it the beats got "faster, harder, louder". Now, 
along with other proponents of the new hybridity, NuSpirit's eclectic mix of neo-soul, 
jazz and mellow electronica can be heard everywhere. This sophisticated music has 
become the staple soundtrack of upmarket boutiques and bars and the more self-
consciously stylish radio stations.

Good, is my main reaction. It is encouraging that, for once, the pioneers and not some 
watered down, commercial substitutes are themselves reaping the rewards. In fact if I 
were to take one act that typified the whole nu-jazz/PoMo-dance tendency, it would 
probably by this Scandinavian outfit. Everything about them resonates with the 
qualities the genre has foregrounded.

Firstly there is the geographical location. No longer are we given to even the slightest 
eyebrow-twitch when told that the cool sounds we are enjoying emanate from Paris, 
Athens, Berlin, Vienna, or Zagreb (not to mention Toronto or Nottingham). Each of 
those "centres" (or should that be margins -- my post-colonial theory is somewhat 
rusty) has become associated with similar projects to the one these fifteen gifted 
Helsinkians have put together.

In fact, the last sentence is not strictly accurate. Though Helsinki based, some of the 
contributors come from far and wide to that capital. Nicole Willis hails from Brooklyn, 
and spoken word artist (you have to have a spoken word artist -- usually Ursula Rucker) 
Chuck Perkins is from Chicago. This is important, for the link with black America is as 
essential to the nu-jazz as it was to their old jazz forebears. One more American-based 
artist also appears, the ubiquitous and never disappointing Lisa Shaw. That will keep 
the deep house fraternity happy as she is the unofficial "Voice" of Naked Music and 
other much-loved West Coast ventures.

The rest of the collective are, I think, all Finnish. But the Euro-African-American mix 
extends beyond the mere accident of birth. This is multi-cultural and not just multi-
genre music. If you want an alternative view of present-day Europe to the one given by 
Le Pen, Haider, and the whole xenophobic "economic migrants" debate, then NuSpirit 
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and their ilk might provide it. Not that this is at all a "political" record, but with race and 
national boundaries once more on certain murkier agendas such diversity and mutual 
exchange does no harm at all.

On to the actual ingredients. If you are at all familiar with Compost, Ubiquity, and 
Guidance itself, then little explication is needed. Mid and down tempo grooves, mute 
trumpets, lots of jazz flavours, acoustic bass patterns, melodic soft-soul vocals, dubby, 
digital beats, and lush orchestral arrangements. Rather sober and unsmiling (the 
genre's main failing) but more varied than the norm, NuSpirit can lay claim to a lyricism 
that lightens even the darkest of tracks. The production values are superb, with 
sampled and live elements impossible to separate and the balance of jazz-inflected 
playing and DJ/producer input just about perfect.

As to the individual tunes, Soul fans should head first to the opening track which has a 
very Maysa Leake/Incognito air to it and is probably the best single thing Nicole Willis 
has yet delivered. Willis, who appears to divide her time between Barcelona and 
Helsinki, has done exploratory and intriguing work with Jimi Tenor and Maurice Fulton 
but the poised neo-soul of "Honest" should finally bring her to the attention of the wide 
audience she deserves.

Female vocalists have a high profile within Spirit's tasteful aesthetic. Lisa Shaw brings 
her unique, folk-soul tonal purity to "Trying". Classic broken-beats shuffler and the first 
single, I can't wait for the inevitable re-mixes. Ona Kamu is the "resident" singer and, 
though a little mannered, does pretty well -- particularly on an atmospheric 
collaboration with Perkins ("I Wonder/2.14"). This mini-playlet is all black coffee, blue 
cigarette smoke, and jazz clubs and segues neatly into the "Lush Life" meets Braziliana of 
"Montado Roja", easily the most jazz-danceable of any of the pieces. Noteworthy sax 
and flugelhorns, such conventional instruments have a major role on this album. Old 
school die-hards will have a problem dismissing this set as mere sampled electronica 
(which, of course, it is not).

Some tracks are a little too ambient, in that pristine but insubstantial way that 
currently proliferates. The precision and clarity of the arrangements over-rides any 
real objection though. Even my least favourite aspect of downtempo deepness, the 
obligatory quasi-dub-reggae number is a pleasant surprise. "Hard Like a Rock" is eerily 
tender and Daddy Ous' singing authentic and emotive. Of the clutch of instrumentals, 
"Subzero" is destined for any number of the better  type compilations while 
the throwaway title "String Interlude" rather conceals the fact that the said item is just 
about the pick of a very good crop. It sounds like The Love Unlimited Orchestra re-cast 
for the post-Ecstasy generation. Warm and completely seductive.

Cafe Del Mar

Actually, nothing on the album rings false or somehow lets the standard slip. NuSpirit 
Helsinki thus take their place comfortably alongside names such as Koop, Rainer Truby, 
Jazzanova, 4 Hero, and Minus 8. Melodically they are more interesting (if a shade more 
delicate) than any of their contemporaries. The relaxation factor is high, but one or two 
numbers kick somewhat harder than the exquisite production initially suggests.

Very 21st century, not at all cloying but easy on the ear and subtle as you could wish 
for, this debut might well become nu-jazz' flagship album. A potential archetype for the 
genre that crosses many genres and a highlight among this summer's releases, it also 
restores Guidance, a label that has been rather quiet of late, to the forefront of creative 
"dance-based" music. Even if the lounge bubble bursts or collapses under the weight of 
its own coziness, NuSpirit Helsinki will undoubtedly survive. Tuomas Kallio, DJ Ender, 
Kim Rantalla, and the rest of the players have put together a striking testimony to the 
new interdisciplinarity, but more importantly they have, by any reasonable yardstick, 
made some marvelous and, I suspect, timeless music. 

— 1 August 2002
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DJ DEGO + DJ ENDER 
24 July 2002: New York 
by Shan Fowler 
PopMatters Music Critic 
 
The first time I heard Dego's main project 4 Hero was via a two-cassette promotional pre-release of Two Pages, the group's 
sweeping vision of the future of dance music for this solar system and any other within earshot. One cassette was a freaky-deaky 
collection of spaced-out drum and bass ornamented with samples, bleeps and a monstrous low end that could only be contained by 
those satellite dishes built into dormant volcanic craters. In case the "Star Trek" samples didn't make the message clear, 4 Hero 
were out to aurally question our existence as singular beings in the universe. Message received, almost too loud and clear. The 
other tape was a much more earthly affair, with its frenetic standup bass weaving around a broken beat that skipped like flat stones 
on a glassy lake, all while velvet-voiced divas such as Philadelphia's spoken-word queen Ursula Rucker purred poetry and 
melodies. The mix of jazz standards and forward-thinking beat innovation is nearly the norm in house music now, but way back in 
the late 20th century it was a revolution in chilling things out without cooling them off. The released product turned out to be one CD 
with the spacey and jazzy bits mixed together so that neither was received in one fell swoop. It would have been better to keep 
them separated -- when two vibes go to war, there's really no way to settle the score. 

That's the (enter your personal slant here) strength/weakness of dance music: it's all about the vibe because the vibe is what it's all 
about. See, it's circular, just like a good DJ set. When Dego played to a packed midweek house in downtown Manhattan, he was on 
a mission. He just wasn't sure which mission he was on. 

It was clear from the start that those on hand wouldn't be treated to a called-in set of golden oldies -- Dego's latest broken beat 
innovations made sure of that. It's a strange beast, this new beat. At first blink it seemed all over the place, a fumbling procession 
of thumps like an arrhythmic heartbeat, a high-low amalgamation of electronic ear-shatterers meant to keep its listeners 
perpetually on edge (or, as the case may be, on their toes). And yet, all these quick stabs fit perfectly into standard 4/4 time. It 
seemed shockingly new at first, but made perfect sense in the end: this is the urban tribal rhythm. It is what's been appropriated 
from native dance traditions around the world forever, but this latest version is a Kraftwerkian empty shell of an interpretation, 
appropriated first from street performers banging their own urban rhythms on plastic paint barrels and steel trash cans. It's so far 
removed from the original product that it's almost all the way back around. Almost. 

Dego threw divas, soul masters, tribal chanters -- all sorts of melody makers into the beaty mix, but none of it ever quite 
converged. It was mixed well enough that you could see where he's going with it, but he wasn't there yet. At times the beat became 
so unnerving in its cacaphony and volume that as the soundtrack for marines fleshing out sequestered Central American dictators. 

In a dance club where participation can make or break the evening, these broken beats were breaking things up in more ways than 
one. Many in the crowd decided it was more a set for listening than participating. A disturbing number of those who braved the 
dance floor anyway seemed to come from places where rhythm was not only a foreign concept, but a concept for which there was 
no literal translation. Hands flailed, legs kicked, heads ducked -- it wasn't pretty. 

There were no translation problems for opener DJ Ender from NuSpirit Helsinki, a Gus Gus-esque collective of DJs, musicians and 
artists from Finland who have decided that there's strength in numbers when one's home country is not traditionally on the world 
dance map. Ender borrowed little from that collective's jazzy-lounge vibe for his soul- and disco-heavy set. Like Dego, he mixed all 
manner of divas, soul classics and worldly melodies. It was that retro-nuevo sound that's all the rage these days, and for good 
reason: it expands the boundaries of dance music in a nearly organic way without messing up the vibe. Yet, with all these DJs 
claiming the entire world as their dance-floor oyster, it's good to know that there are still DJs like Dego who are pushing the 
boundaries, even if occasionally the boundaries aren't ready to be pushed quite yet. 

— 14 August 2002 
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 Nuspirit Helsinki: Crossing the Finnish Line

Finland's  collective proves with utter certainty that 
jazzy grooves do indeed exist in Northern Europe.

Nuspirit Helsinki

By Peter Gaston
CDNOW Associate Editor, Electronic/Dance

 Nuspirit Helsinki, a loose collective from Finland specializing in 
laidback, jazzy grooves that are a little more traditional than those of such 
peers as Jazzanova (whose label put out some of their early singles) and the 
like.

Who:

 The group's self-titled debut album is stirring 
eardrums and cocktails stateside.
What:

On the 

phone with CDNOW from Helsinki -- where else -- 
founding member Tuomas Kallio explains that there's 
a free creative spirit in his country that isn't so 
prevalent elsewhere in Europe. "What's different 
compared to the middle of Europe and the rest of 
Scandinavia is that we have a lot of jazz musicians, both young and old, in 
the country who happen to be very open-minded," he says. "I can call 
anybody to come and have a session with us." In other words, classically 
trained jazz musicians seem less inclined to thumb their noses at any project 
including samples and breakbeats.

Why Finland makes for superb tunes:

 Like many of his peers within the beat-driven universe, 
Kallio began studying piano as a child, moved on to guitar, then became 
Where it all began:
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bored with the generic music of the early-to-mid-'90s. Around the time he 
started setting up a home studio, he crossed paths with DJ Ender, another 
Helsinki scenester who, in Kallio's words, "is also an instrumental figure in the 
Helsinki club scene," having started up several club nights including the 
town's first Detroit techno joint. "We had this insight that there were a lot 
of good musicians in Helsinki, so we thought we could make house music and 
incorporate musicians into the mix," Kallio recalls. "At first it was more 
traditional things with beats. When Kasio [a keyboardist and DJ who became 
the final piece of the group's core trinity] came along, we got to know all 
the musicians here. Then we started towards making music instead of just 
making tracks."

"We had this insight that there were a lot of good 
musicians in Helsinki, so we thought we could make 
house music and incorporate musicians into the mix."

 In 1999, Nuspirit dropped "Take It Back," one of those 
delicious tunes that can subtly sneak its way into a wide array of DJ sets. 
Acclaim followed and led the group to launch another well-received release, 
this time an EP on Jazzanova Compost, linking them to the central European 
downbeat inner circle. The new record is loaded with tasty treats, most 
prominently the skippy, breakbeat-led "Trying," featuring hot vocalist of the 
moment Lisa Shaw. 

The breakthrough:

 While Jazzanova, for example, utilizes a 
somewhat formulaic and regimented production process, Kallio assures that 
Nuspirit takes a more loosely defined path. "Our process is a bit chaotic, in a 
good way," he says. "There's no fixed way of doing things." That's probably 
a good thing, considering that aside from the three core members, there are 
two additional DJs and 12 contributing musicians also staking a claim in the 
Nuspirit name. 

Building the collective's soul:

 "It's been good development since the 
late-'90s here," claims Kallio. "There aren't too many artists here, though. As 
for what we do, there's not too many artists who would do this kind of 
stuff. If you wait four or five more years there will be more well-known 
artists coming out of Helsinki. There are a lot of younger kids into producing 
tracks, and there's pretty good music education. I would say it's pretty 
fertile ground to make good music."

Could Finland be the new Vienna?

Related Music:

Jazzanova
Nicola Conte
Kyoto Jazz Massive

 Lisa Shaw

 
Discuss this interview on the CDNOW Message Boards.

Goto CDNOW Message Board for Nuspirit Helsinki.
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Nuspirit Helsinki
Nuspirit Helsinki

Guidance

Nuspirit Helsinki (or Nu Sound Collective Helsinki) started back in '98 

with the humble mission of mixing African-American, African, and Latin-

flavored music into a powerful elixir that could be enjoyed in clubs as 

well as homes. Though this Finnish collective has a core of five members 

(Thomas K, Ender, DJ Lil' Tony, Kasio, and Eppu), they have gathered 

around them an army of musicians, DJs, and producers to give us their 

soulful sound.

So, what exactly is the Helsinki Sound? Well, it's that deep and 

juicy soul sound that has seemed to caught hold of groups like Zero 7, 4 

Hero, and Crazy Penis. It's luscious and smoky with chill-out hip-hop 

and other dance sensibilities. There are Hammonds and Rhodeses, 

flugelhorns and vocoders. It's an amazing synthesis of jazzy soul, 

soulful jazz, and soul's past and future. This is actually a very slick 

album that deserves everyone's attention. The group has not only 

produced this album for Guidance but has also released tracks for 

Ubiquity and Compost. If you know anything about those labels, you 

know what kind of quality they represent. Nuspirit Helsinki belongs 

comfortably within all of those amazing broods.

Guidance Records: Nuspirit Helsinki:http://www.33rpm.com
http://www.nuspirithelsinki.com

Bill Campbell
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Reviewed by: Scott Plagenhoef 

Like the better-known Jazzanova, Nuspirit Helsinki is a loose jazz-flavored collective. Unlike its 
German counterparts’ stereotypical efficiency and precise work methods, however, the Finnish 
supergroup is more loose, prolific, and soulful. Unfortunately, it also takes fewer chances with its 
sound. With less house and hip-hop than Jazzanova, Nuspirirt Helsinki wades in the murky waters 
of nu-soul and trip-hop making music for the head without much regard for the heart. 
Although all five of the group’s primary members have worked as producers and/or DJs, the 
album is mostly crafted from live instrumentation—with roughly 10 different guest musicians on 
most tracks. To the band’s credit, it really shouldn’t even work as well as it does. With a collective, 
consensus can muddle or dilute artistry. In a project with different multiple guests from track to 
track, the results can be uneven, sound clumsy next to one another. Neither of those things 
happens. 
Unfortunately, the bugaboo is the sound itself. More eclecticism would be welcome. That 
insufferable name nearly says it all: Nuspirit. Not hyphenated (and without the cartoon menace of 
nü-metal’s umlaut) this is a different breed of “nu” music. Without roots in a single genre, Nuspirirt 
moves through a variety of sounds—jazz, fusion, soul, and in rare moments, house, hip-hop, and 
2-step— yet, unfortunately, few moods. 
The common denominator is “spirit.” No matter what the musical equation, each of the band’s 
songs is unified by the comfort of chillout compilations and tasteful CD80s filling converted lofts. 
It attempts many things but does few of them truly well. The avant-jazz crowd is better served by 
Thirsty Ear. The glitch-house set has Matthew Herbert. Ambient techno fans have Morr Music. I 
suppose this is sort of a starter kit for all three, downtempo with training wheels. 
It’s ironic then that Nuspirit Helsinki works best when the band get up off the couch and try to 
shake a loose a few grooves. The tangible tension between dance and jazz on “Trying,” the 
album’s highlight, is one of the few times in which there is some sort of variation of ideas within 
one track rather than merely muso shifts in time signatures. With a hint of 2-step, it even 
threatens to play with Todd Edwards-style vocal splicing, but never fully commits itself to the 
idea, remaining instead on safer, yet more forgettable, ground. 
No doubt there will be people who are impressed— with the musicality, with the gumption, and 
with the genre hopping. Yet whether dallying in strings or synths, deep house or dub, Nuspirit 
Helsinki is still creating sounds that almost demand a distance between the music and the 
listener. I know there is an audience for it, but can’t understand the appeal. It’s very professional. It 
should be appreciated. But can it be enjoyed? 





DJ
Nuspirit Helsinki
when:  Sat 8.3 (10pm)
where:  26 Mix (3024 Mission St, 415.826.7378)
price:  $5 
links:  Nuspirit Helsinki  
If we say "Finland," what do you think of...? If you said cold, glaciers, or permanent midnight, then 
clearly you haven't heard Nuspirit Helsinki, Finland's premier future jazz collective. On tracks and 
singles like "Afro Cuban Sunshine" and "Makoomba Breaks" they draw on salsa, mambo, and 
Afrobeat to create music that confounds all geographical expectations. Their recent full-length is 
a deep, sun-dappled collection of downtempo, house, and even reggae ÷ which explains why 
labels like Guidance, Compost, and Ubiquity have helped push them to the forefront of the 
future jazz scene. Nuspirit's DJ Ender plays the selector at pHusion, the nu-jazz monthly from 
Ubiquity honcho Andrew Jervis and Spacetime Continuum's Jonah Sharp. (PS)
 The first person to name two other Finnish musical acts will win a pair of tickets to the show and 
a Nuspirit Helsinki CD.




